Economics + Mines = Balance

UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES

Economics

A Unique Focus with a Real-World Approach

Become a Real-World Problem Solver
Our degrees cultivate analytical skills that are used to solve real-world problems. Gain a competitive edge with internships, summer field sessions and undergraduate research opportunities.

Want to Quant?
We are strongly grounded in mathematics, giving you the quantitative skills used in modern analysis.

Gain Business Sense
Our courses in finance, strategy and entrepreneurship enhance your study of economics.

Focus on E3
Colorado School of Mines is focused on three key areas: Earth, Energy and the Environment.

Open Doors
Our graduates leave with a competitive and technological advantage to enter careers in energy, business, government, consulting and graduate education.

World-Renowned Faculty
Mines' economics faculty are leaders in the fields of environmental and resource policy.

Find Your Balance!

BS Degree: Get a prestigious Mines undergraduate degree in Economics

Electives: Round out your skills with courses in Economics and Business

Minor: Complement your current degree with an Economics and Business minor

Dual-Degree: Add a BS in Economics to your degree in engineering, mathematics or applied science

econbus.mines.edu